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XLDyn Key Features
MBSE

• Navigation tree with context sensitive menus

• SysML diagrams and SRT(System Requirement Table) created automatically from Word documents 
or imported from requirements management software such as IBM DOORS

• Check-in/check-out worksheets to/from master workbook

• Tool Integration – MS Office, dynamic system models, other third-party tools

• Automatic generation of FMEA and System Dependency worksheets

• System level DOE

Math Tools

• Built-in 1-D multi-physics dynamic systems simulator

• Reliability Block Diagram Toolbox with unique U.S. Patent Pending features

• Parametric capability: Taguchi runs, what-if analysis, optimization

• Graphical display of simulation results, built-in units management

• Automatic update of system requirements from multiple simulations software tools and test data

Excel Advantages
• Engineers everywhere use Excel on a daily basis. Learning XLDyn is relatively easy

• Templates and Macros simplify systems engineering tasks

• Engineers can use Excel’s powerful graphics and analytical capabilities on top of XLDyn

Background
Engineers need to understand and trace the relationship of product functions, requirements, parts 
and the effects of  change. Common tasks include flowing down the voice of the customer to 
component specifications, evaluating system performance with what-if simulation and test, and 
managing product configuration in a collaborative environment.

Systems Engineering (SE) helps engineers execute and manage those tasks. As a tool, SE has been 
rapidly gaining interest. For example, a 2009 law mandates the U.S. Department of Defense to use SE 
methods in major weapon systems acquisition. 

Many tools are available to help implement SE. Among them:

• Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) uses diagrams to help the engineer visualize and 
understand the system from different perspectives or views.  This includes understanding how 
requirements are related to parts and overall product functionality.

• Math tools, including CAD, CAE, and knowledge-based models, help the engineer select design 
alternatives based on analytical evaluation results.

What Is the XLDyn toolkit?
The XLDyn toolkit uses Excel as the UI environment for engineers to author systems diagrams, and to 
create and run simulation models  associated with the diagrams. The high-level system model and the 
lower-level dynamic models are created by using the same toolset, and their coexistence in the same 
workbook allows integration that has hitherto not been possible. For example, dynamic system 
models can be directly referenced and simulated by SysML system models, and performance 
simulation results can be used to automatically update system requirements.  Our unique software 
has been awarded 3 U.S. Patents and has a fourth pending


